
Page 1 Study 23; of Tuesday 23rd June 2015
& recap of S22 … communion

We saw how the word overshadow was the key word, in the description of Peters shadow 
touching people who had been laid in the street for healing .Think about it  … how public 
was that was .. not hid

 overshadow, figuratively,   as to envelop in a haze of brilliancy, though in the natural Peters 
human shadow was dark,  In its first instance it Represented God giving birth to something 
new .

 We saw as it were,  Jesus, being transfigured on the mount of transfiguration, where Jesus 
was revealed as the Son of God … And how we not need fear entering the cloud as did those
in the days of the O covenant, nor be afraid to hear his voice
We are no longer outsiders, nor are we In-betweeners, but we are insiders, baptised not just 
into the cloud, but baptised INTO Jesus himself

Revelation described the countenance of the risen Christ as the sun shining in all its might 
and because we r enveloped and protected being in Christ, we need not fear being 
obliterated by the majestic holiness dwelling in unapproachable light … Fathers now says , 
Come. Father now says hear.

Jesus is the zenith of god the prism of his nature . The revelation of the Son of God

the overshadowing gives light to the shadow, his shadow produces glimpses of the might of 
the  light of God to human form, the image of God in the life of peter and also with us. 
Whether we are awake or asleep the overshadowing is the presence of god, choosing to 
manifest his light in redemptive, creative or protective form … and in turn that light he can 
manifest in us to us and to others

The parting of the heavens and the parting of the veil , this is what we mean when we pray 
for the reality of thy kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven, 

he is looking for us to see him bigger than we see him now, to do the things we did not 
expect him to do, to do the things that we cannot even think of asking for, the MORE that is 
God

We heard how God wants to bring people out of the depths of the gutter and its despair, as 
well as out their deepest darkest black hole,

A black hole is so called, cos light cant escape from there, and there is nothing known to be 
faster than the speed of light. If nothing is faster, how can anything  escape .But  in 2 Cor 
4:6 is states ...For God, who said, ‘Let light shine out of darkness,’ made his light shine in 
our hearts to give us the light of the knowledge of God’s glory displayed in the face of 
Christ. It is he who commands light to shine, where and in the way he wants it to

A black hole is an actual physical phenomenon in the heavens that can figuratively describe 
the epitome of the accumulated manifestation of the falleness and depth  of  man’s sin, 



Except for Jesus , it is a place that is inescapable from.... but ,  because he is the light,  he 
can bring us out of that  darkness into his wonderful light, because his light was from before
time, or as the Hebrew says … before the dateless past. He was before any darkness and 
before any natural light

A black hole cannot be escaped from because the gravitational pull is too great ... And tho 
there is not a force big enough able to displace this hole, but the word says in 1Kings 
8;27 .But will God really dwell on earth? The heavens, even the highest heaven, cannot 
contain you. How much less this temple I have built!.. God is bigger than the universe that 
contains all black holes and has Jesus ...as already escaped in resurrection power  from the 
gravitational pull of our blackest  hole, allowing man and us to escape with Him, from the 
grip of its depths.

The scriptures state in Romans chapter 1:19 … 
since what may be known about God is plain to them, because God has made it plain to 
them. 20For since the creation of the world God’s invisible qualities—his eternal power and
divine nature—have been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that 
people are without excuse.

… so that we can understand the nature of god and who he is by, understanding the myriad 
depths and layers of his creation. Even the constellations .. present on the canvass of the 
heavens , the gospel message.

Paul wrote O how unsearchable his riches, Oh how past finding out. Not a negative 
statement but a wonder to behold. 

We saw in the excerpt from the book we read, how the presence of gods shadow on a man’s 
life can have an effect greater than than the pull of a black hole, in that it can gravitate man, 
pull  and draw man to the wonder and reality of the  person of God,  cos there are those that 
have not only committed ones time to god,, but that have given that relationship as a priority
to Him. And he is looking for as many more to take this better place, for his house is not yet 
full.
And this was because  man had chosen to guard the secret place

which was described in ps 91 as the secret place of the most high, in between the two names
of God, el shaddai and el yon … and the secret place was where one sat down between the 
names so to speak. Only here are we really in-betweeners 

and how after a death an inheritance has been passed to the sons and  daughters of the 
deceased, though uniquely, the one who died now lives, and how this one single possession 
of the inheritance of the whole estate is the most prized … ..like  a small  wooden piece of 
furniture, that is awaiting for you, kept for you, ready to be uncovered .. cos it in itself has 
been secretly guarded for you by your father in heaven …. until you discover he says yes to 
you ...you have raised me up and seated me with you in heavenly realms, far above , far 

http://biblehub.com/romans/1-20.htm


above all principality and powers … now lord I chose to take not just my place in the body, 
but also to sit down  with you.

down is up, less is more, small is big

in doing so, in sitting  down with him,  the fuller nature of the inheritance becomes  known 
and real, in the secret of the over shadowing made light. But also even more of a great 
treasure, will be the  understanding in relationship between us and our benefactor as it  
deepens and grow. Thank you father God, thank you lord Jesus, thank you holy spirit, I 
choose to sit down with you, for you have chosen me and you am glad to have me sit with 
you

Give u a Link to J Prince … it about understanding fuller inheritance, wanted to share clip 
together not possible, … link on internet, listen to by next Tuesday … but for ken I have a 
transcript … but will make that available to others next week … so do listen … important 
… and talk about it next week

 Page 3 We are going to take communion, but today instead of taking the two items of the 
sacrament separately, we will take them both together in one act, and as one body.

We will have a bowl with wine, representing the blood and we will have the bread, which 
we will individually dip into the wine … this represents the body of Christ , the bread being 
broken, but the dipping into the wine represents his blood drawing up, soaking up our sin 
and our falleness, our condemnation and punishment, taking on board into himself, all our 
loss, that we may receive ALL HIS GAIN ... and because he was holy, he made us holy, like 
him as we by faith partake of him.

 he is the  meal, he is our passover meal, our lamb, which is remembered in the act we call 
communion, we are called to partake because we have been  made one with him and thereby
made one with one another

It resembles too the customs of the time and the events of the passover supper Jesus last 
shared with his disciples.

The actual meal had the lamb and the unleavened bread and a type of sauce which was 
traditionally made up of vinegar and water and bitter herbs. The host  of the supper, would, 
take a piece of unleavened bread and dip it into the sauce, taking with the bread some lamb. 
This was called the sop, the tid bit, and give it to a guest

This was an act that in that part of the world,  was well known of the times … for it said that
whosoever the host gave this sop to, was his favoured guest and the act signified the 
forbearance of the host, the courtesy and goodwill that was inherent in the act. … today, 
because he is our meal,  he gives himself to each of us saying, you are my favoured guest, 
and together we have oneness with you and with one another. For you have made us one.

As we begin father, we say

that by your servant the Holy Spirit, we come to Jesus, to partake of him,  we come into 



heaven itself, having been brought from beyond all black holes, and out of  all gutters and 
we remember what you have done for us.

We come to the place of perfect shadow, to the place of perfect rest to the one who not only 
overshadowed peter, and  also overshadowed Jesus, in the same way, you also overshadow 
us, for you have taken us out of the dominion of darkness and brought us into your 
wonderful light, into the kingdom, the very  place, of the son who is loved.

We take the bread and we take the wine as a sign of the new covenant in your blood, we 
remember  the strength of the old, but we take the strength of the new for  the ministry that 
Jesus has received is as superior to theirs, as the covenant of which he is mediator is 
superior to the old one, since the new covenant is established on better promises. 
So we  … We come to  you Lord Jesus the mediator of our  new covenant, and to your 
sprinkled blood that speaks a better word than the blood of Abel.

break the bread … your body broken for us, your body risen
this is your blood poured out for us, pouring us into yourself
Living bread and living wine
 
And you would say this to us … Sit down with me, sit down in me,, rest, rest in me, in my 
work, reside by faith in the place of overshadowing, and in the same faith, the  place of 
overcoming
Take my body and my blood as evidence for yourselves, that I am alive and I am risen. And 
as I 
apply my blood every day for you , you become victorious as you surrender to it, to its truth.

Take the bread and the wine and accept the terms and truth and sit where I  sit now .Sit,  so 
that you by faith through grace may overcome as I have. Know that today I gather you all to
myself as my very own chicks under my wings.

Take the bread

Our response to him,  … if we say this together out loud,
Father you dipped yourself into us, we now dip ourselves into you and say thank you,
for on that day, when you gave yourself up for us, you gave thanks for us, Today we give 
thanks for you, for you are our meal, you are, our passover lamb, and you have made us one 
with you and one with each other, thank you

Dip the bread in the wine … as we Play music, we can quietly reflect
if after you want to offer thanks feel free to do, just be led by him

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++

We were looking at seating ourselves with God, in the secret place of Ps 91
 
Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most 
High



    will rest in the shadow of the Almighty.

ps 31:19-20  describes a bit about this sitting down place
How abundant are the good things,     that you have stored up for those who fear you,
that you bestow in the sight of all,     on those who take refuge in you.
20 In the shelter of your presence you hide them     from all human intrigues;
you keep them safe in your dwelling     from accusing tongues. From the strife of tongues, 
from the  conspiracies of man

Ps 27:5
For in the day of trouble He will conceal me in His [e]tabernacle; In the secret place of His 
tent He will hide me; He will lift me up on a rock.
6 And now my head will be lifted up above my enemies around me, And I will offer in His 
tent sacrifices [f]with shouts of joy; I will sing, yes, I will sing praises to the LORD.

acts 17-25
Then the high priest and all his associates, who were members of the party of the 
Sadducees, were filled with jealousy. 18ealousy … zeal, indignation, envy anger .   They 
arrested the apostles and put them in the public jail. 

the word filled, filled with jealousy  translated , to influence and to supply, to accomplish

question we r going to ask is this wwho is exactly influencing, who is supplying who with 
what and who is accomplishing what

also in the past pre resurrection in Jesus day … it was the Pharisees that were the 
dominating party, or force,  they favoured the  resurrection but  primarily opposed the 
gospel, as they opposed Jesus

now post resurrection it is now the Sadducee who is the leading party,

they oppose the church, oppose resurrection and supernatural … 

word says rom 13:1  Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no 
authority except that which God has established. The authorities that exist have been 
established by God

I wonder why he chose to have the Sadducee the stronger power at this time in Acts ...So he
had the Sadducees in place of power with their opposite view of the resurrection and 
supernatural,  in order to promote the truth of the gospel through the resurrection....and to 
show people like the black hole, he created , he gave them power, filled them,  supplied 
them for certain accomplishments, but that power is not bigger or stronger than god ...1 Cor
2:5 so that your faith might not rest on human wisdom, but on God’s power., elsewhere … 
Rom 9:16 It does not, therefore, depend on human desire or effort (strength), but on God’s 
mercy. 17 For Scripture says to Pharaoh: ‘I raised you up for this very purpose, that I might 
display my power in you and that my name might be proclaimed in all the earth.’[g] 
18 Therefore God has mercy on whom he wants to have mercy, and he hardens whom he 
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wants to harden.

So he brought the Sadducee to power for this day … and maybe this world today is also 
less and less believing of the presence of god, never mind his supernatural abilities

 often we think those in place are too strong, but it is the ones that god has chosen to be in 
place for his own purposes not theirs … to display his power  not theirs… in this case to 
show the power of the One man, the One resurrected lord, consistent with  not focus on 
many doing the miracles.

Remember Jesus saying to Pilate.. right before his being led away … you would have no 
power lest my father give it to you ...it was gods choice of man in Pilate and that choice 
determined for that time … Pilate having the authority … its was all in gods time, 
accomplishing what god wanted with the right authorities in place that he has placed, even 
though those seemed to have power beyond which can be broken

why important … because it tells us … that when god moves, he chooses his time, he 
chooses the right authorities will be in place, despite their seeming mighty strength … god 
moves and does what he planned to do all along, despite them … that he will show himself 
true and strong, as he planned to all along

We are coming to a time where things may well turn back, for many of those most 
disadvantaged even the world , it would seem that they the Govt. certain nations wield the 
power, and the poorer may well become more and more affected above the rich

1 Cor 2:5 so that your faith might not rest on human wisdom, but on God’s power., 
elsewhere … Rom 9:16 It does not, therefore, depend on human desire or effort (strength), 
but on God’s mercy. 17 For Scripture says to Pharaoh: ‘I raised you up for this very 
purpose, that I might display my power in you and that my name might be proclaimed in all
the earth.’[g] 18 Therefore God has mercy on whom he wants to have mercy, and he 
hardens whom he wants to harden.

How that relevant in UK today

So he raises conservative party up , whom he hardens, for this very hour with their opposite
values to the poor and austerity

Its part of gods plan to bring deliverance and freedom for those in the gutter and have no 
power to escape the  black hole of those with power, for they are being dominated by forces
beyond their control

but god will do for us what he did in acts

..see blessing of god …. opposition of authorities … 
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this jealousy is not therefore not surprising  Jealousy rom 10:19 cos its being ordered by god
But I say, Did not Israel know? first Moses saith, `I will provoke you to jealousy by [that 
which is] not a nation; by an unintelligent nation I will anger you,'+Those not a nation the 
Gentile

...rom 11:11 speaking of Israel Paul writes
I say, then, Did they stumble that they might fall? let it not be! but by their fall the salvation
[is] to the nations, to arouse them to jealousy;

Jealousy part of gods plan ...by scriptural definition , allowing its influence and supply …
end result of this jealousy ??? 
…..the persecution that ensues increasingly …  is designed and used to scatter the church, at
a time of his choosing .. so irrevocable the powers of darkness will know it is god who is on 
the throne … I will show them that you are mine and I will show you that I am yours

he is bringing many out of the gutter and many out of black holes … negating their lack of 
power, poverty, negating the seemingly the inescapable power of the black hole
       

• he bends iron to show his multi faceted and multi purposed mercy, without denying 
or eroding his absolute holiness

• he can bend the natural without breaking them … is anything to hard for him … we 
are entering strange realms , and stranger realms are to come, he wants us ready for 
them, to  takes us through them with him  …; he can bend light, he can bend the 
heavens

• so god goes about things in his own often mysterious and sometimes dark way, doing
the things we did not expect to be done

let patience have its perfects work

 
James 1:1 - 4knowing that the proof of your faith doth work endurance,(patience)

4 and let the endurance have a perfect work, that ye may be perfect and entire -- in nothing 
lacking;

patience, endurance, is that quality that don’t let it divert u from god, stick ability

that  attempt, attempts by the dark, don’t let it swerve u from him … what fellowship has 
light with darkness

its a fruit of love and it grows in certain conditions

the word says the trying of your faith , the trying of your faith, not its destroying of your 
faith, this trying is there to give u endurance and not to destroy you



it is god who both will and to do … god is in charge, u belong to him, your worth it         

v4 that u may be complete, adult, transforming from one degree of glory to another, 
metamorphosis

In your past , your present and future circumstances … it may feel as if the enemy, the devil
is trying to polish you off, but Father God is saying, no, it is not to polish you off, but to 
polish you up

god is using circumstances … not to polish you off,  but to polish you up, perfect not 
lacking anything

Ask for wisdom to understand situation

• he wants us to believe that the impossible, is not impossible, with God all things are 
possible, 

• expect anything to happen, be expectant of everything happening.
•  We spoke of a car with Gods foot flat down on the accelerator … im not stopping till

I get there, till I get to the end of where I am going, what I am doing.
• And he will work patience … that is endurance to see it through to the end, his 

enduring quality in us. If we faint not nor give up we will reap a harvest …
•  God is going to do it not us, 
• you r going to see and be part of it …but god is going to do it
•  but you must let god determine your part, place yourself by faith in his body in his 

place for you, chose to sit down with him into the place of ever increasing confidence
no matter what is happening

Ish 50:4-9  From the Message Bible
The Master, GOD, has given me
    a well-taught tongue,
So I know how to encourage tired people.
    He wakes me up in the morning,
Wakes me up, opens my ears
    to listen as one ready to take orders.
The Master, GOD, opened my ears,
    and I didn’t go back to sleep,
    didn’t pull the covers back over my head.
I followed orders,
    stood there and took it while they beat me,
    held steady while they pulled out my beard,
Didn’t dodge their insults,
    faced them as they spit in my face.
And the Master, GOD, stays right there and helps me,
    so I’m not disgraced.
Therefore I set my face like flint,
    confident that I’ll never regret this.
My champion is right here.
    Let’s take our stand together!



Who dares bring suit against me?
    Let him try!
Look! the Master, GOD, is right here.
    Who would dare call me guilty?
Look! My accusers are a clothes bin of threadbare
    socks and shirts, fodder for moths! ..
The endurance of the enduring One working in us endurance … to get there to the end

acts 5:18 – to 26

notice a pattern here … what might is reflect

v 19 … but during the night an angel of the lord opened the door … rose in the dark
Mat 28:2 There was a violent earthquake, for an angel of the Lord came down from heaven 
and, going to the tomb, rolled back the stone and sat on it.

V 19 ..[Eph 4:7-9]:
(v. 7) "But to each one of us grace was given according to the measure of Christ’s gift.

(v. 8) Therefore it says, [Ps 68:18]

'When He ascended on high [to heaven], He led captives 

[OT saints in Paradise Abraham  bosom)compartment in Hades who were saved on 
credit, held 'captive' there awaiting our Lord's atonement for them so that He could 
bring them into heaven with Himself] 

in his train and gave gifts [of eternal life now fully paid for them on the cross] to men 
[and led them into heaven]. 

He opened the doors and led them out … like the disciples here , supernaturally

v 20 … preach the full message, set forth to preach, not mixed or limited, more than just 
salvation, work out your salvation, under the spirit not the flesh, with god not without him 
… setting free not abandoned, not leave them alone

v 21 at daybreak they discovered them in the temple courts.

Luke 24 :22 says  

Then some women from our group of his followers were at his tomb early this morning, at 
daybreak and they came back with an amazing report. 23 They said his body was missing, 
and they had seen angels who told them Jesus is alive! 24 Some of our men ran out to see, 
and sure enough, his body was gone, just as the women had said.”

They discovered disciples in temple courts at daybreak, they discovered Jesus tomb empty 
at same time

Jesus was alive and well, not locked up and speaking through his body, in the living temple 
of believers, in side the temple at Jerusalem



he Was alive not locked up  .. but speaking the full message of salvation

acts 5: v 22 .

But when the Temple guards went to the jail, the men were gone. So they returned to the 
council and reported, 23 “The jail was securely locked, with the guards standing outside, 
but when we opened the gates, no one was there!”

Angels sat on the stone, so that it was securely open, couldn’t be locked, couldn’t be rolled 
back

why look for the living amongst the dead he is not here

• but like the resurrection no one saw or heard it happen, neither did these guards

v 22 .. what this mean to the guards... they held accountable

if a man in jail for owing x number of pounds … he would receive a sentence … the guards 
themselves would have to pay the remainder

if the man had a 5 year sentence for say debt  and he escaped after 3 , the guards themselves 
had to pay the remaining outstanding two

if the death penalty … have to take his place

and be penalised for what the criminal did

Jesus took our place, paid the outstanding fine himself  .; but reading the narrative this 
doesn’t seem to happen .. which suggests, the grace and will of god is operating and taking 
precedent

we see this type of thing happening later happen again later

so we have the gospel preached through the circumstances … god ordered it

v 23 securely locked, meaning … locks still in place unlocked, not broken out of but set free

supernatural realm and dimension created, there r more other dimension that exist than what
we know about … in the 30's

v 25 … set free and  forth to preach, Jesus testifying to others concerning them, free to 
testify

prisons become places of release

v 18 they arrested them and made a public spectacle … same with Jesus, made a public 
spectacle, but the word also says

col 2:15  



And having disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a public spectacle of them, 
triumphing over them by the cross … reversing the humiliation … I will show them that u r 
mine and I will show u that I am yours

Verse 20 … go stand in the temple courts … priests stood, no chairs in the temple, the 
tabernacle … ministering as god ministered, Also herald stood.

Certificate of life … when a man was sentenced, on his cell door was put a list of the 
charges held against him , and the condemned man led out to die, if a debtor that too was on
the door nailed

this whole incident is evidence of the certificate of life … debt paid

further embarrassment to authorities, their pride in the non belief of supernatural being 
further eroded publicly 

v 21 the full Sanhedrin 71 members … rarely fully called …

as we have said v 26 ..such growing popularity of this motley crew, feared the people would
stone them, the favour, on them and too them


